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Abstract - Since when bitcoin make an entry in 

cryptocurrency which is based on blockchain technology gets so 

much popularity just from initial phase itself, now most of the 

cryptocurrency are moving towards blockchain framework and 

using different hashing function. In this advancement most of the 

works are now using blockchain technology from cryptocurrency 

to smart online retails platforms which has been used by 

Walmart. since its going to be most used term and popular 

technology most of the attackers are targeting and just by using 

some loopholes and any other technical glitches or any other way 

they are attacking over this technology. since its going to be 

future and everyone is concerned for its security and privacy, 

here we did a good comparison of many attacks already did on 

this blockchain frameworks and we summarize this attacks and 

we tried to give our own opinion to make it more reliable and 

flexible. 
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attacks happen in this field we will discuss in this paper and we 
make some comparison based on them. The reaming section of 

this paper is as follows section 2 describes overview of block 
chain technologies which includes consensus [7] [11] [12] [14] 
mechanism block propagation and synchronization [6] and also 

public and private key concept, section 3 covers technological 
developments with advantages and disadvantages of block chain 
section 4 describes attack cases and section 5 describes about 

security enhancements and finally section 6 gives you conclusion 
of the paper.  

 

 
Fig -1: PoW consensus mechanism. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 
Blockchain [1] can be describe as a collection of records 

which is interlinked [4] with each other with strongly resistant 
to alteration and it’s protected using cryptography. Blockchain 
technology is a distributed database. In blockchain ecosystem 
each node [2,3] is said to be block which contains transaction 
details, transactions may be of any types depends of 
blockchain implementation. Blockchain has been getting 
popularity just when it came because it’s not traceable [5] and 
its not alterable also, which means its more reliable than any 
other technology. Invented in 2008 with a paper published by 
author named as Satoshi Nakamoto . just stated with a concept 
for bitcoin [15] its framework has been designed for 
blockchain and getting popularization day by day till now 
many of the sector implements its own technology based on 
blockchain. It has been spread in many fields from academic  
[10] [11], industries [12], medical [13], economics[18], 

software engineering[19] smart contracts [16][18][19][and many 
more areas block chain technologies are implemented. This is 
secured just because of any transaction that has been done is 

stored in many nodes, so for intruder its impossible to hack all 
those nodes at a time an d also because of its decentralization. It’s 
gaining popularization day by day, just by knowing per day 

millions of transactions are done over block chain mainly in 
bitcoins and ethereum field. since most of the block chain 
technologies are growing so fast and it has gain almost maximum 

users across the globe so its most likely to be attacked by 
attackers [9] and hackers, in recent years many big  

 
is document shows the suggested format and appearance of 
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2. OVERVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN 

TECHNOLOGIES 

 
2.1. Consensus mechanism 
 
2.1.1 PoW (Proof of work)  

Every node has show that are doing lots of work in 
computational power[19] and in return of it they get some 

bitcoins in cryptocurrency form. So all ledgers all mutually 
agreed on it that this node is not malicious and all can trust on it 

and whoever wins the solving puzzle for any new transaction 
done over blockchain he may add new block to blockchain 

network. Best example for its Bitcoin and Ethereum. 
 
2.1.2 PoS (proof of Stake)  

Whoever put more stake in block to be added in blockchain 
network wins it and they will add this transaction in block chain 

network. Those ledgers or miners who solve most of the time first 
must have many cryptocurrencies for this in return. 
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So they may put more stake on it. There is a chance that any 
miner who is having more cryptocurrency put the maximum 
state in this, but if any malicious one will do that if somehow 
all others know about it, in future that particular miners will 
be removed from blockchain network and he lose all his 
bitcoins. so only valid and trustable ones put their stake in 
solving one block. so everyone is mutually agreed [21] on this 
type of consensus. a good example is ethereum. 
 
2.1.3 PoC (Proof of Capacity)  

Similar to previous ones in this whoever is having a 
maxing disk capacity will win it. Here also same as is applied 
as whoever is having most disk capacity [20] might not be 
intruder but if he any intruder with maximum disk capacity 
will took part in it and add any malicious block in blockchain 
then after knowing all about it reading one will kick out from 
the system and he lose all his precious currencies and 
credentials. 
 
2.1.4 PoA (Proof of Authority)  

In this type of consensus those blocks who made a good 
reputation in front of all reaming one’s based on different 
parameters made by blockchain networks wins [14] it. 
 
2.1.5 PoET (Proof of Elapsed Time)  

It is developed by intel an in this all nodes create their own 
block wait for random time interval and whoever is having 
better progress time means whoever is having more patience 
win it. 
 
2.1.6 PoD (Proof of Deposite)  

Whoever is having maximum deposit wins the consensus. 
 

2.2 Block propagation and synchronization  
Each block in a blockchain is having a unique transaction 

details whose copies is distributed to all others blocks. If any 
new transaction happens in this blockchain environment, then 
to verify it it’s a valid transaction all others blocks do 
consensus and whoever wins it add this block to this 
environment and make a copy with updated block details and 
send to all remaining blocks. this is how block propagation 
and synchronization happens.  

 

 
by using Q’s public key [21], it reaches to Q’s address and by 
its private key message has been decrypted. Here Public key 
you assume as Gmail id and private key as its password, in 
case of online wallets system you can assume public key as 
unique id for online wallets and its password as private key. 
Bitcoins [4] uses SHA256[8] and Ethereum uses ETHASH 
[18] hashing function. 
 
3.TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

Bitcoins is having version one and version two means 
bitcoin 1.0 and bitcoin 2.0. Bitcoin comes into picture and it 
gets very popularity and within some years it makes a capital 
of more than 30 billion. Bitcoins 1.0 generally make 
cryptocurrencies enhancement in this era of version 1.o more 
than 800 cryptocurrency came in to market with net worth 
more than 60 billion is achieved. Now Facebook twitter and 
many bigger high tech companies also making their own 
cryptocurrency which shows its craze and it shows its more 
reliable. Blockchain 2.0 came with smart contracts and many 
other applications are like industry and academia and 
research. this is because of its advantages. 
 

3.1 Advantages  
a) Decentralized and anonymous: when we send a 

money to other person 
 

b) Secure and permission less: its more secured than 
banking one because banking servers can be hackable 
but this is not, even sending money sometimes 
requires permission in special cases like when 
withdrawing more than 1 lakh at sometimes is not 
permitted from banks but in cryptocurrency we can 
send and receive any number of amount and whatever 
it maybe. 

 
c) Fast and global. Unlike in normal monetary function 

just for sending a money from one person to other we 
need to give other charges also but in blockchain we 
don’t need to give any other charge for transaction 
and its faster than normal banking system. generally 
transferring money from one country to other took 
more than 3-4 days but in bitcoins it can max took 10 
minutes for completing its transaction. so it’s fast and 
globally accepted 

 
d) Distributed: the main benefit of having a distributed 

network is like when any node got crashed we don’t 
worry for data recovery because it can be recovered 
from other nodes. And also if any attackers want to 
attack or wants to alter any data he has to hacked most 
of the blocks at a time which is impossible. 

 
e) Stability: once the data is written over a block can’t 

be altered so it is stable even though any blocks get 
corrupted data can be achieved using other blocks of 
network. 

 

 
Fig -2: Block synchronization process between nodes 

 

2.3 Public and private key concept  
A node ‘P’ wants to sends a digital currency to node ‘Q’, 

initially p sends 2 bitcoins (let’s assume for this example) to q 
then  it  creates  a  block  which  contain  info  regarding  this 
transaction  and  now this  transaction  is  encrypted  with  any 
hashing function and now p signs it with its own private key 
[22]. as a whole of this info a block is created which is 
digitally signed by p broadcast to all world (Reaming bocks)  
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Fig -3: Query Bitcoin transaction history  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig - 4: Pay with Bitcoin 
 

3.2 Disadvantages  
a) Private keys: when anyone lose their private key in 

blockchain he may get lose all cryptocurrencies and 

data associated with that block id and it can’t be 

recoverable. 

 

 

b) Inefficient: like in PoW context its very competitive 

and it may be possible that most knowledgeable and 

experienced person always solves first, so reaming 

ones who always make their efforts in solving this 

get ineffective  
c) 51% attacks: Theoretically when a blockchain is 

hacked with maximum blocks data can be altered it 

means all transaction can be modified, but practically 

it’s impossible for an attacker to hack all this blocks 

at a same time which so highly encrypted. 

 

4.Attack cases 
 
4.1. Selfish mining attack  

This type of attacks happens when a malicious miner 
wants to add a block to blockchain with its bad intention. like 
in PoS if a malicious ledger has more stake than other good 
miners, just because he has more stake he has given the 
priority based on PoS he may change or add malicious 
transactions to the original block. 
 
4.2. DAO attack  

In May 2016 an attack happened in the field of smart 
contract its developed using ethereum . it has been hacked 
within 20 days’ even though it has raised 150 million UD$ 
which is biggest till that date. 
 
4.3. BGP hijacking attack  

BGP stand for Border gateway protocols, in this type of 
attack if a malicious miner wants to control most of the node 
including network of blockchain they may slow down the 
speed of blockchain and also alter the transaction if he most of 
the time get wins in consensus. 
 
4.4. Eclipse attack  

In eclipse attack a victim can monopolize the incoming 
and outgoing connections 
 
4.5. Liveness attack  

This attack is done when any miners are busy in doing 
validation if transaction so malicious attackers delaying the 
speed of processing it. or it increases the computational time 
by accessing more number of nodes in control.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig -5: liveness attack process 
 

5.SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS 
 

5.1. SmartPool  
smart pool is an secured version of bockchain technique. 

In this ledger conducts hashing computation for the task and 
return the share to smartpool. This is how miner gets it reward 
also and make it more securable. It has some more advantages 
as decentralization, efficiency and security.  
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Fig -6: SmartPool’s execution process 
 

5.2. Quantitative framework  
In this approach block chain stimulator an security model 

are used and stimulator acts as blockchain runnable whose 
inputs are arguments of consensus protocol and framework.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig - 7: Quantitative framework 

 

5.3. Oyente  
This is a technique in which smart contracts can be 

executed through analyzing with bytecode of it and it follow 
EVM model for running.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig - 8: Oyente’s architecture design and execution process. 

 

5.4. Hawk  
In this novel approach privacy is being preserve using 

smart contracts. developers may code private smart contracts 
and it may be not necessarily to use code encryption. 
 

5.5. Town Crier  
This is also based on smart contract model through which 

it provides a robust security model through using. it achieves 
isolation among communication and running of Town crier.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig - 9: Basic architecture of Town Crier environment. 

 

6.CONCLUSION 
In this survey paper we did a survey of various security and 

privacy issue of blockchain technologies and we give some 
suggested approach to solve it. and also we studied blockchain 

system and we represented it in a brief documented for future 
research purpose by doing it in a survey form. 
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